
 

British Garden Birds 

Introduction 

Birds: 

-Vertebrates (have a backbone) 

-skeletons very strong but incredibly light - enables them to fly 

-Have beak and feathers:  

 protect its sensitive skin 

 help attract mates 

 serve as insulators to trap body heat 

 serve as camouflage 

 

-warm-blooded (control and maintain a constant body temperature) 

-lay eggs   

-around 10,000 different known species  

-Garden birds- any species that visit gardens regularly for food / shelter 

 

 

Goldfinch 

- highly coloured  

-bright red face and yellow wing patch.  

-Sociable, often breeding in loose colonies,  

-they have a delightful liquid twittering song and call. 

-In winter migrate as far south as Spain. 

-Length: 12cm      Wingspan: 21-25.5cm      Weight: 14-19g 

- found throughout UK 

-Likes orchards, parks, gardens, heathland and commons.  

-Less common in upland areas  

-most numerous in southern England. 

-beaks adapted to extracting seeds from ragwort, thistles teasels and dandelions 

- also eat invertebrates 

 

 

 

 



Carrion Crow 

-Very clever and adaptable  

 -fearless although can be wary of humans 

- fairly solitary, usually found alone or in pairs,  

- may occasional form flocks. 

- closely related hooded crow- recently 

been split as a separate species 

- come to gardens for food and although 

often cautious initially,  

- learn when it is safe then return repeatedly  

-Eat: Carrion, insects, worms, seeds, fruit, eggs and any scraps. 

-Length:45-47cm      Wingspan:93-104cm      Weight:370-650g 

-found almost everywhere, cities, upland moorlands, woodlands, seashore. 

 

 

Blackbird 

  

        Males                                         Females 

 

-females - brown often with spots and streaks on their breasts (similar to starlings) 

-males- bright orange-yellow beak and eye-ring  

-one of the most common UK birds, its mellow song is also a favourite. 

-Eat: Insects, worms and berries. 

-Length: 24-25cm    Wingspan: 34-38.5cm     Weight: 80-100g 

-UK breeding: 5,100,000 pairs 

-UK wintering:10-15 million birds 

-found everywhere in gardens, countryside, from coasts to hills,  

-not found on the highest peaks. 

-males and females tend to separate for the winter 

-when the breeding season arrives, often return to previous season's partner, year after 

year 

 



Robin 

-UK's favourite bird -crowned UK’s national bird in 1960 

-bright red breast it is familiar throughout the year  

-Males and females look identical 

 - young birds have no red breast - spotted with golden 

brown 

-aggressively territorial and quick to drive away intruders.  

- sing nearly all year round – use to warn off intruders 

-sing at night next to street lights 

-Eat: Worms, seeds, fruits, insects and other invertebrates. 

-Length: 14cm     Wingspan: 20-22cm     Weight: 14-21g 

-live across the UK in woodland, hedgerows, parks and gardens 

-have a long back toe, which lets them grab a perch tightly 

- sometimes feed the chicks of other birds 

-  often nest in strange places - sheds, greenhouses, hanging baskets - even a pocket in 

washing left on the line 

 



 


